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APPENDIX A. STATE-OF-THE-ART REVIEW OF WSN-BASED SHM AREAS



We begin by briefly summarizing previous reviews on closely related topics. To the best of our knowledge, the first state-of-the-art summary review on WSN-based SHM is carried out by Lynch et al [Lynch and Loh 2006]. They cover many perspectives, including sensor hardware and software, sensing unit prototype, monitoring technique, damage detection, decentralized computing, experimental platforms, etc. A seminal review is performed by Spencer et al [Spencer and Cho 2011] on wireless smart sensors with emphasizing full-scale SHM system implementations and hardware and software elements. Pentaris et al [Pentaris et al. 2013] reviews state-ofthe-art of wireless SHM systems (WiSHMs) and an experimental set-up towards to improve design challenges of WiSHMs. Recently, a number of reviews are performed that show an increasing attention to WSN-based SHM research. The scopes of these reviews include developments on WSN technology for Bridge SHM [Zhou and Yi 2013; Khan et al. 2016], damage detection [Sundaram et al. 2013], the key issues of WSN technologies applied in SHM such as sensor integration, sampling frequencies, transmission bandwidth, distributed computing [Sundaram et al. 2013; Aygun and Gungor 2011; Wang et al. 2012a], energy harvesting [Le et al. 2015]. The review on the integration between intelligent transportation system (ITS) and SHM system is interesting [Khan et al. 2016], where ITS device collected data can be integrated with SHM to increase the reliability and accuracy of the SHM system. In contrast to the above reviews work, our investigation focus on exploring networking challenges, requirements towards CPS designs, and possible CPS design guidelines and open issues. We make a basic understanding of benefits, hurdles, and open issues of WSN-based SHM systems that will help both CSMEA and CSE domain researchers/engineers in the future in the CPS design.



Table I. A list of signal processing algorithms used for SHM applications that are also seen to be used under WSNs. Algorithms AR-ARX/ ARMA NExT



Description Auto-regressive model with exogenous inputs or moving averages Natural excitation technique



ERA



Eigen realization algorithm



FFT FDD RD SVD FEM WANN PP GUW



Fast Fourier transformation Frequency domain decomposition Random decrement technique Singular value decomposition Finite element model Wavelet analysis and neural Networks Peak-picking frequency method Guided ultrasonic waves



Example WSN-based SHM schemes [Juang and Pappa 1985] [Rice and Spencer 2009; Sima et al. 2011; Liu et al. 2011b; Juang and Pappa 1985; Liu et al. 2015a] [Rice and Spencer 2009; Kim et al. 2007; Hackmann et al. 2012; Chintalapudi et al. 2006a; Juang and Pappa 1985] [Rice and Spencer 2009] [Zimmerman and Lynch 2010] [Sima et al. 2011] [Jindal and Liu 2012; Liu et al. 2015a] [Li et al. 2010] [Juang and Pappa 1985; Chang 2013] [Ewins 1984; Zimmerman et al. 2008] [Durager et al. 2013; Michaels et al. 2011]
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M. Z. A. Bhuiyan et al. Table A. Taxonomy of SHM techniques that are utilized in WSNs .



Monitoring Task



Data Analysis Techniques



Key idea



Time series



by detecting changes in AR/ARX moving average coefficients, or similar methods



Modal/natural frequency



by detecting a shift in modal/natural frequencies



Mode shape



Inferred via changes in mode shapes



Event Detection



Neural network or genetic algorithm Kalman filter



Event Localization



Event Quantification



Networks trained via simulated or measured data By state estimation, system identification, and feedback control analysis



WSN-based SHM Schemes [Ling et al. 2009; Kiremidjian 2011; Sohn and Farrar 2000] [Liu et al. 2011b; Liu et al. 2011a], [Chintalapudi et al. 2006a] [Li et al. 2010; Bhuiyan et al. 2012a; Zimmerman et al. 2013] [Liu et al. 2014; Yun et al. 2009; Zhou et al. 2014] [Lei et al. 2011; Bhuiyan et al. 2012a; Lei et al. 2012]



Stiffness of members [Mitiku 2011; Bhuiyan estimated by constructing et al. 2013b; Zakikhani a state-space model and Bagchi 2011]



Time domain analysis Frequency domain analysis



Stiffness of members estimated by using mode shapes



[Zimmerman et al. 2013; Hackmann et al. 2012; Kim et al. 2007]



Percentage of the extent of the event



The status of the event in percent (%) or if the status is “severe”, “needs significant attention”, “needs attention.”



[Bocca et al. 2011b; Bhuiyan et al. 2013a; Yun et al. 2009]



B. SHM TECHNIQUES USED WITHIN WSN: THE STATE-OF-THE-ART



The techniques of health monitoring in wired sensor network are vast according to the CSMEA engineering domain literature. In Table V, we illustrate those techniques that are partially or fully developed and verified under WSNs to date. Looking into more detail of Table A, SHM techniques engage continuous and periodic monitoring of a structural system, using samples of data acquired periodically with adequate sensors. The monitoring tasks are mainly event detection, event localization, and event quantification (see Q1, Q2, and Q3). For event detection, there are various structural data analysis techniques, including time series, modal analysis such as mode shape, neural network, and Kalman filter. Specifically, time series based SHM techniques have often been used by CSMEA engineering domains in wired sensor network based SHM systems. Also, there are WSN schemes that are developed based on time series, for example, auto-regressive model (AR), autoregressive moving average model (ARMA). Using AR/ARMA models, each sensor node in a WSN can locally compute coefficients by processing acquired signals and transmit them to the BS, instead of transmitting all the data. If a node transmits 40 complex ARMA coefficients instead of 5,000 raw sensor samples, it is possible to obtain a more than 99% savings in communication overhead [Xu et al. 2004; Chintalapudi et al. 2006b]. Modal analysis has also been carried out under WSNs. Such an analysis is used to detect changes in the natural frequencies (see Definition 3.3). From deployed sensors, vibration characteristics (i.e. modal parameters) of structures are captured by the ACM Journal Name, Vol. V, No. N, Article A, Publication date: YYYY.
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WSN-based SHM Schemes



Data processing type



Monitoring architecture type



Network-centric



Application-centric



Global-based



Local-based



Centralized



Tree-based



Hierarchical



Master/slave-based



Centralized



Independent



Fully/partially Distributed



Parallel



In-network



Decentralized



Cluster-based



Fig. A. A taxonomy of WSN-based SHM schemes.



modal analysis [Farrar and Worden 2012; Farrar and Lieven 2007; Rice and Spencer 2009; Musiani et al. 2007; Linderman et al. 2011; Chang 2013]. If there are significant changes in the frequencies, it can be assumed that an event of interest may occur. C. TAXONOMY OF WSN-BASED SHM SOLUTIONS



There are a various existing WSN-based solutions suggested by CSMEA engineering and CSE communities. We put an emphasis on those solutions that are related to network perspectives, covering most types of solutions found in both CSMEA engineering and CSE literature. Therefore, in this section we provide a taxonomy of WSN-based SHM solutions. We organize the taxonomy in a hierarchical manner, as depicted in Fig. A. Basically, WSN-based solutions can be divided into two types: monitoring architecture and data processing styles. We describe each of them in detail with their hierarchy, while we also offer some potential open issues during the description. C.1. Monitoring Architecture-Oriented Solutions



We classify the monitoring architecture into two types, based on their functions: application-centric and network-centric. C.1.1. Application-Centric SHM Solutions. Application performance issues (e.g., event occurrence, detection, monitoring algorithms, and facts about the event found in the practical field), which are relevant to physical aspects and depends on some SHMspecific requirements. Here, facts include structural events as rare events, the type of events, the type of structures, interference situation. In addition to the requirements described in TABLES I and III, there are other toughest requirements such as highquality sensor deployment, full-scale data collection, non-faulty data collection, realtime event detection [Lo et al. 2013; Liu et al. 2013; Linderman et al. 2011; Smarsly and Law 2014; Liu et al. 2015b; Bhuiyan et al. 2015a; Liu et al. 2011a; Bhuiyan et al. 2014] . The reason is that there are occurrences of false-negative and false-positive structural event detections [Bhuiyan et al. 2015b; Flynn 2010]. In addition, we have discovered that WSN deployment for SHM should satisfy applications-specific requirements to avoid meaningless monitoring operations. Wired-network based SHM is normally assumed as to be effective for fully satisfying the SHM-specific requirements. There are currently a few WSN-based solutions available that attempt to satisfy the application-specific requirements to a great extent. Such requirements are like ensuring a high percentage of damage detection quality and accuracy [Santos et al. 2016], a ACM Journal Name, Vol. V, No. N, Article A, Publication date: YYYY.
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low percentage of false positive rate. However, to achieve a fully-applicable WSN solution for SHM applications, there are certain application-specific challenges that need to be faced. We highlight some such solutions in the following. In WSNs, a widely used scheme is to activate only some of the sensor nodes each time and put the others into a sleep mode. Since active (working) sensors still need to be able to cover the whole monitoring area, this technique is generally called “energyefficient coverage-preserving scheduling (EECPS)” [Liu et al. 2014]. There are many such schemes suggested in generic WSN application solutions (e.g., event/target detection), and these are thoroughly associated with the idea of “coverage.” Some other methods function in a centralized manner [Cardei et al. 2005], which allocate sensor nodes into the mutually exclusive or overlapping cover sets. Some methods functions in a distributed manner [Yun et al. 2010; Gao et al. 2016], which find a node’s activity based on whether or not its sensing region has already been covered by its active neighboring nodes. Both centralized and distributed methods suppose that each sensor node has a fixed coverage area which is defined explicitly, and once the event/target occurs in this area, it can be detected by this node. However, this supposition may not be true in all applications. For some applications of WSNs, detecting the event/target of interest requires the low-level collaboration from multiple sensors. For example, in SHM, detecting structural damage is due to the vibration characteristic features of the structure, which are always extracted from data collected at multiple sensor nodes. Sometimes SHM also needs to analyze other types of data at the same times such as stain characteristics. As a result, a fixed coverage area for a single sensor node is not useful and the EECPS cannot be directly applied in a WSN-based SHM. We can have a look at another example. Sensor placement plays a key role in SHM, according to the civil and structural engineering communities. Sensors have to be placed at critical locations that are of the CSMEA’s importance, and provide the health state accurately. These placement methods require significant domain knowledge along with SHM complexity. Conversely, sensor placement in generic WSN applications is often assumed to be random, uniform, on grids, tree, polygon, as also highlighted in Table IV. With these sensor placement methods, effective SHM may not be possible. This is because the spatial information to describe the dynamic behavior of a structure or sensitivity of events of interest (e.g., damage) is not sufficient at many locations. This problem is partially solved in [Bhuiyan et al. 2014; Flynn 2010]. Such problems arise more seriously when a large structure is given for monitoring (e.g., a long-span bridge, a subway tunnel, or a high-speed train lines). How to deploy sensor optimally together with fulfilling the SHM- specific coverage can be a promising open issue (OI3). That is, one may first consider SHM-specific sensor deployment; then, try to cover all of the strategic location points of the structure, where the signal (vibration, strain) characteristic can be captured to a large extent. There are mainly two kinds of application-centric monitoring schemes: global-based and local-based. In the following, we describe these two kinds of schemes in more detail. Global-based solutions. Global-based SHM is defined by the numerical methods that consider the global signal (e.g., vibration, strain) characteristics of a structure in order to identify an event of interest via mode shapes, natural frequencies Most wired network-based SHM schemes are usually global-based. They are initially proposed as a result of the availability of monitoring systems that can be employed in a structure to acquire structural response time histories. The global-based schemes need adequate health statuses to capture the actual properties of the whole structure or large sections of it—for example, major events of damage, crack (to a complete beam), cable, column of the structure. In many of them, a final decision is made after an offline analysis at the BS. The WSN system often needs to report to the global BS ACM Journal Name, Vol. V, No. N, Article A, Publication date: YYYY.
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[Farrar and Worden 2012; Farrar and Lieven 2007; Xing and Mita 2012; Pentaris et al. 2013]. However, designing such a WSN system is costly and inflexible; the performance on the mode shape parameters, computation has been low (often, only a small number sensors are deployed for a structure), resulting in meaningless monitoring operations that occur many times. Such a small number of sensors are poorly scaled to capture the local changes/structural event (e.g., damage), often making global-based SHM under WSNs difficult to implement. Particularly for structures exposed to widely varying environmental and operational loadings [Lu and Michaels 2009], such as civil structures (e.g. bridges, buildings, dams), monitoring health status using global vibration characteristics is even more challenging. Therefore, we refer to the algorithm of global-based event identification using dynamic vibration characteristics under WSNs as an open issue (OI4), considering influences by fluctuating environmental factors [Lu and Michaels 2009]. To the best of our knowledge, there are no existing schemes demonstrating the efficiency and quality of monitoring by seriously taking the environmental factors and network-related issues in global-based WSN solution for SHM. Under the OI2, one can face some difficulties. For example, it would be of a great value to explore the performance of the algorithms under fluctuating environmental conditions, such as changing physical interference, ambient Wi-Fi interference, obstacle, heavy wind, traffic loadings, temperature, and humidity. It is also assumed that such an algorithm may make a CPS design fruitful. The influences may be the results of both cyber WSN performance and physical structural event monitoring performance (i.e., the overall performance of the CPS) [Bhuiyan et al. 2016; Hackmann et al. 2014; Wu et al. 2011; Zhang et al. 2016]. Local-based solutions. In contrast to the above, local-based SHM schemes are those that can identify health status, say damage, cracks, defects in structures at their elements/components or sub-components length-scales. Sophisticated ultrasound, thermal, X-ray, magnetic, or optical imaging techniques are used in those schemes. In fact, an event of damage in a structure is an intrinsically local phenomenon. Since potentially problematic structural changes (e.g., corrosion, cracking, buckling, and fracture) occur locally within a structure, responses from sensors close to the event of the damage site are expected to be more heavily influenced than those from sensors remote to the event of damage site. As a result, to effectively detect arbitrary damage in a complicated structure, a dense array of sensors distributed over the entire structure will be required. Sensors close to the event of damage site are expected to be more heavily influenced than those remote to the event of damage site. However, it is important to note that, the sensitivity issue should be carefully analyzed and observed. We need to take the type of sensors into consideration and the geometry of the structure. In some special cases, sensors closest to the damage event are not always to most sensitive to the event. For example, consider a cantilever beam with a crack event close to the fixed end. An accelerometer sensor at the end of the beam will be much more sensitive to the damage event than one at the damage event location. Local-based scheme is supposed to effectively monitor the damage at an arbitrary location in a structure. Wireless active sensors, such as piezoelectric pads, ultrasonic transducers show to be a important sensing technology that is ideally suited for localized SHM [Lynch and Loh 2006; Musiani et al. 2007; Wang and Law 2011; Grisso et al. 2005]. Wireless active sensing unit design can have power-harvesting component, particularly, it uses piezoelectric elements to transform mechanical energy from ambient motion into electrical charge that can be stored in the sensors battery. Therefore, active sensors improve the ability of SHM systems to be able to monitor structures with a element-level (local) perspective.
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However, in some active sensing solutions, imaging sensors are equipped, which us is usually expensive, power hungry, and bulky; as such, local-based SHM schemes are beyond the reach of dense wireless sensing in the literature. Also, local-based monitoring technologies generally demand an expert to observe the events, thereby increasing their costs. These can be overcome when WSNs monitor structures based on vibration and acoustic emissions. For example, NetSHM [Chintalapudi et al. 2006a] is designed in a way that structural engineers, experts, or non-specialist do not have to understand the intricacies of wireless networking, or the details of sensor data acquisition. Even without knowing the details of SHM, they can get an idea that what is happening in a structure. Some WSN-based SHM solutions such as FTSHM [Bhuiyan et al. 2015a], GoertzelSHM [Bocca et al. 2011b], BriMon [Bocca et al. 2011b], and DLAC [Hackmann et al. 2012] highlight local-based event detection solutions. This is also suitable for WSNs in terms of real-time monitoring and energy constraints. No matter whether a lower or greater number of wireless sensors is deployed in a structure, the local SHM is able to provide better performance by monitoring the behavior of critical structural elements (by processing most physical element information of the structure) locally. Now the question of how to make such local monitoring under WSNs as a part of the global one is a challenge, which can be referred to as open issue (OI5). To address the limitations of current WSN sensing technologies, place on both local- and global-based SHM techniques, a CPS can be assumed in the research communities that can advance the current state-of-practice in SHM. Under a CPS system, an active wireless sensors can convey a powerful sensing technology that is ideally suited for the local-based SHM system [Li et al. 2013; Hackmann et al. 2012; Yan et al. 2009]. To take full benefit from the active sensing under the CPS, some wireless sensors are being developed with actuation interfaces to which active sensing units can be equipped. Such sensors are yet to be verified for a SHM system. Thus, utilizing actuation interfaces for a WSN-based structural event monitoring is referred to as open issue (OI6). C.1.2. Network-Centric Solutions. Network-centric solutions include centralized, hierarchical, and distributed solutions. We describe each of them in the following. Centralized Solutions. Many traditional wired-based network deployments for SHM rely on flat network architectures [Ni et al. 2009]. Many existing WSN schemes also use the flat architectures, which are often called centralized monitoring solutions [Bocca et al. 2011a; Peckens and Lynch 2013]. WSN-based SHM deployments for structural event identification are carried out in the Tied-Arch Bridge [Li et al. 2010; Kim et al. 2007], GNTVT [Araujo et al. 2012], GGB [Peckens and Lynch 2013]. The way of raw data transmission towards the BS makes it practically difficult to achieve the high quality of monitoring, because of WSN limitations. Like the generic WSN applications (e.g., target/event detection, environmental monitoring), there is also a growing demand for an increase in transmission bandwidths in WSN deployments with large networks. Indeed, numerous WSN-based SHM systems have been suggested by the engineering communities, which leverage WSNs to collect raw data (often using the architecture shown in Fig. B). The systems are generally designed to support centralized SHM without special consideration to the WSN resource constraints (such as wireless bandwidth, data traffic, energy), although there is no need to care about these constraints in wired sensor networks. More challenges, such as low detection latency and longterm monitoring (as shown in Table IV) still need to be resolved for WSNs to be widely adopted. Generally, in a centralized SHM system, tackling a sensor fault or failure, or data packet loss, is costly. Such events further enhance the network data traffic. ACM Journal Name, Vol. V, No. N, Article A, Publication date: YYYY.
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Hierarchical Solutions Currently, hierarchical structures are exploited in WSNbased SHM solutions. There are a number of WSN schemes for SHM from both CSMEA and computer science domains that have assumed a hierarchical WSN architecture for structural monitoring in recent years. The categories of hierarchical WSNbased SHM solutions are seen in the literature as tree or group-based, master/slave based, and cluster-based. Example solutions include d-SVD [Jindal and Liu 2012], ClusterSHM [Liu et al. 2011b], RTSHM [Linderman et al. 2011], FTSHM [Bhuiyan et al. 2015a], netSHM [Chintalapudi et al. 2006a], [Hackmann et al. 2014; Sima et al. 2011; Liu et al. 2011a; Kottapalli et al. 2003; Spencer cedu; Nie and Li 2011; Sim et al. 2010; Sim and Spencer cedu; Gnawali et al. 2006] (refer to Table II for labeled names and key ideas). As the early time of WSN-based SHM research, a novel two-tier hierarchical WSN architecture is proposed as a hierarchical solution and a protocol used for the communication in this network is described, by Kottpalli et al. [Kottapalli et al. 2003]. The power saving strategies at various levels, from the network architecture, to communication protocol, to the sensor unit architecture are explained. Paek et al. propose Tenet architecture [Gnawali et al. 2006], which is made to be application-specific, e.g., SHM. It consists of sensors in the lower tier and masters, with relatively unconstrained 32bit sensor platform in the upper tier. Followed by Tenet architecture [Gnawali et al. 2006], they also provide netSHM software architecture to deal with the high data rate requirements of SHM applications [Chintalapudi et al. 2006a; Kim et al. 2007], where wireless sensor networks for SHM are hierarchical. These networks consist of two tiers: the lower-tier, comprised of mote-class WSN nodes supporting flexible deployment on a structure; and an uppertier comprised of higher capacity nodes (either PCs or Stargate-class nodes) that offer the bandwidth scaling. Particularly, online SHM based on WSNs can be a promising technique for monitoring the health state of structures. A CPS design has recently been proposed [Hackmann et al. 2014] that assumes a hierarchical cluster-based WSN. Although it offers a trade-off between the computation and communication capacities, it does not reveal the details, such as connectivity, or coverage in the hierarchical architecture. A pure hierarchical cluster-based SHM, labeled as ClusterSHM [Liu et al. 2011b], considers a fundamental problem in SHM: mode shape analysis (see Definition 3.2) in clusters. In each cluster, the vibration characteristics are identified and then are assembled together. To deploy spatially-distributed WSNs to monitor large-scale structures, clusterbased architecture setting up the multi-hop communication can also be found in [Sima et al. 2011]. Although all these solutions come with specific innovations, they all only assume to have hierarchical monitoring architectures in their SHM solutions; none of these solutions focus on how to deploy a WSN deployment in a hierarchical manner. Moreover, these solutions often use heuristic-based clusters or trees that are utilized for sensor grouping in these schemes. They may not fit a real SHM system deployed over large structures such as a long-span bridge, a high-rise building, a long tunnel, where these structures practically have different dimensions, formations, and orientations. These schemes, such as ClusterSHM and [Hackmann et al. 2014], must still meet extra requirements of the ability/quality of monitoring. The ability/quality may vary from sensor location to sensor location, cluster area to cluster area, and from structure to structure (bridge, building, tunnel, aircraft). Because the structural modal properties such as mode shapes (see Definition 3.4) can vary from time to time, from sensor location to sensor location, cluster area to cluster area, and from structure to structure (bridge, building, tunnel, aircraft). Each cluster of nodes may not provide an analysis on a state of the cluster region independently. ACM Journal Name, Vol. V, No. N, Article A, Publication date: YYYY.
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Fig. B. Illustration of a tree established by a high-end and its associate low-end nodes (a decentralized view in a WSN).



To overcome some of the limitations above, we recently designed a three-phase sensor placement scheme, TPSP [Bhuiyan et al. 2014; Bhuiyan et al. 2012b], aiming to achieve the following objectives: finding a high quality placement for a given set of sensors that satisfies the engineering requirements; ensuring communication efficiency and reliability and low placement complexity; and reducing the probability of failures in a WSN. Along with the sensor placement, we enable sensor nodes to develop connectivity trees in such a way (as shown in Fig. B) that maintaining structural health state and network connectivity, e.g., in case of a sensor fault, can be done in a distributed manner. However, there are still some limitations: its communication link is based on distance measurements; there is a lack of theoretical analysis on connectivity and coverage; the communication performance between two trees and the performance of events of damage information are not analyzed. Working on the improvement on these issues altogether can be referred to as an interesting open issue (OI7). Decentralized WSN-based SHM. Although global or centralized SHM techniques are considered to be effective for monitoring, they suffer from at least one the following fundamental limitations. — First, data is collected from a limited number of sensors in a reasonable time frame in WSNs, which would allow the system to only detect the most severe event of damages as the health status of the structure. — Second, such systems are inadequate for timely identification of the health status during extreme events (e.g., earthquake, hurricane, heavy wind [Lei et al. 2012; Santos et al. 2016]), due to the prolonged time needed for collecting data. — Third, with an increasing number of sensors, a sensor node located close to the BS would experience tremendous data transmission, possibly resulting in a significant bottleneck. Because the workload of each sensor node cannot be evenly distributed, the chances of data collision increases with expansion of the sensing WSNs. The resulting systems inherently suffer from high energy consumption, packet retransmission, lengthened communication, and event detection latencies. Decentralized data processing has the advantage of improving WSN-based monitoring system scalability, reducing the amount of wireless sensor communications, and reducing overall energy consumption [Jo et al. 2012; Hackmann et al. 2012; Sim et al. 2010; Sim and Spencer cedu; Kim and Lynch 2012; Santos et al. 2016]. Considering this advantage, a decentralized computational framework for WSN-based SHM is suggested [Kim and Lynch 2012; Santos et al. 2016]. There are some solutions [Sima et al. 2011] suggested for carrying out monitoring operations in a decentralized manner using a random decrement (RD) method that aims to mainly address the three limitations above. The performance of decentralized RD is assessed in terms of (1) accuracy of the estimated modal properties and (2) efficiency ACM Journal Name, Vol. V, No. N, Article A, Publication date: YYYY.
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Fig. C. WSN architectures for structural event monitoring through structural modal analysis: (a) centralized; (b) decentralized; (c) hierarchical cluster-based or distributed [Liu et al. 2011b]; and (d) Parallel.



in the wireless data communication. From experimental implementation, the efficacy of the RD-based decentralized data aggregation strategy has been demonstrated. The solution shows some insights into SHM by indicating how decentralized monitoring can be achieved. Our proposed hierarchical monitoring solution, TPSP [Bhuiyan et al. 2014; Bhuiyan et al. 2012b], can be regarded as a decentralized solution, where a decision on a connectivity tree can be obtained from a decentralized decision-maker (a high-end node). C.2. Data Processing-Orientated Solutions



In this subsection, we are going to discuss WSN-based structural data collection and data processing solutions. Such solutions include centralized, independent, distributed, parallel, and in-network decision processing, as shown in Fig. C. C.2.1. Centralized Processing. Centralized processing (Fig. C(a)), like the traditional wired structural health monitoring system, requires transmitting all collected data (e.g., modal parameters) to the BS for processing [Ni et al. 2009; Ko et al. 2008]. However, in this strategy, the amount of wireless communication required in the network becomes costly in terms of excessive communication times and the associated power it consumes as the network size increases. For example, a WSN deployed on the GGB that generated 20 MB of data (1600 seconds of data, sampling at 50 Hz on 64 sensor nodes) consumed over nine hours to complete the communication of the data back to BS [Rice and Spencer 2009; Pakzad et al. 2008]. This modal data collection and processing make the data processing system so engaged that the efficiency of structural monitoring evaluation is low. The decision on an event (structural health status) is usually made offline. This causes the real-time monitoring to become a challenge, particularly for those sudden occurrences such as earthquakes, damage, and explosions. Raw data transmitting and processing at the BS makes it practically difficult to achieve high quality monitoring, due to WSN constraints. C.2.2. Independent Processing. It is a kind of processing strategy, as shown in Figure 4(b), in which every sensor node of a WSN processes its collected data locally/independently and requires no communication between sensors. The fullyembedded algorithms on the wireless sensors is used to process the collected raw measurement data available and transmit the processed results, one by one, to the BS. The central server further extracts useful parameters (e.g., modal parameters, as shown in Fig. C(b)) from different processed results, and can also send them back to the individual wireless sensors when necessary. Using the data exchange between inACM Journal Name, Vol. V, No. N, Article A, Publication date: YYYY.
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dividual wireless sensors and the BS, the complicated SHM algorithm, e.g., damage detection or damage diagnosis algorithms can be realized [Santos et al. 2016] [Hackmann et al. 2012], [Sim et al. 2010]. Since there is no data fusion task, the development of the independent processing is relatively simple. However, it is difficult to modify embedded SHM algorithms and to identify an event at some places where there is a faulty sensor. C.2.3. Distributed Processing. Considering the resource constraints in WSNs, distributed WSN-based SHM can be a promising technique for monitoring events over structures [Gao et al. 2016]. There are also a number of distributed processing schemes in the literature of both the CSMEA engineering and CSE domains. Recently, a distributed version of a SHM algorithm, labeled as DisERA [Liu et al. 2015a], is suggested that claims to achieve high accuracy using fewer wireless transmissions and computational resources. Approximation algorithms are proposed to derive optimal communication structures for the distributed computation of singular value decomposition (SVD) to extract mode shapes of a structure [Jindal and Liu 2012]. The network architecture used in a scheme, SPEM, is similar to Fig. C(a), where all of the raw data is transmitted to the BS. DLAC [Hackmann et al. 2012] presents a CPS codesign of SHM with WSNs, and a design of a damage localization algorithm that effectively reduces the amount of data transmission. It integrates an FFT-based decentralized computing architecture in WSNs (quite similar to Fig. B(b)), considering both the constraints of the underlying WSNs and the SHM requirements. C.2.4. Coordinated Processing. As shown in Figure 4(c), it is somehow similar to distributed processing in WSNs, in which a wireless sensor processes data locally and exchanges information with other wireless sensors by wireless transmission. This is different from the independent processing. Through collaboration among different wireless sensors, more complicated data processing strategies and SHM algorithms can be realized. Short data transmission distances and highly compressed data volumes make the coordinated computing strategy more energy efficient [O’Connor et al. 2014]. The execution of SHM algorithms using WSNs is more automatic. But the coordinated processing requires a more complex network topology, which makes the network management difficult. In our previous solutions [Liu et al. 2011a], the idea of distributed monitoring is to have each of the independent sensors send observation to its corresponding clusterhead that generates a local decision for sensor fault tolerance and event detection, and then the cluster-head sends the decision to the BS for further decisions. In order to alleviate the problems with the centralized and independent processing, a cluster-based distributed processing strategy for modal analysis in SHM is proposed. It obtains dynamic vibration characteristics of each cluster area, and then carries out structural modal analysis (e.g., mode shape). It proves that the clustering for WSNbased SHM should meet some extra requirements for modal analysis, which is different from other WSN applications. In the SHM perspective, although this strategy-type of distributed strategy is shown to outperform centralized ones, it carries out excessive modal analysis at the cluster level. In the WSN perspective, this strategy is resourceconsuming, where a cluster head needs a lot of computation, delay, and transmission, due to such modal analysis. This drawback may be overcome by making decisions locally on the modal analysis, or by dispersing the decisions through the sensors’ embedded microprocessor, and decisions can be shared over the networks, such that decisions finally reach the BS. To have such a strategy can be an open issue (OI8). C.2.5. Parallel Processing. There are some strategies utilizing parallel processing [Zimmerman et al. 2008; Sim et al. 2010; Zimmerman and Lynch 2009]. The sketch of data ACM Journal Name, Vol. V, No. N, Article A, Publication date: YYYY.
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flow is described in Fig. C(d). This can be called particular distributed algorithm. Zimmerman et al. [Zimmerman et al. 2008] adopts three parallel output-only modal identification techniques: the PP method, the FDD method, and the RD method (see Table III for abbreviation). The first one is the PP method. As shown in Fig. C(d), we describe the first one: acceleration time-history data is collected at each sensor node and converted to an FRF using an embedded FFT algorithm. Then, each node picks the largest peaks from its frequency response function (FRF). Finally, the BS in the WSN can infer a subset of reasonable modal frequencies from the original PP data provided by wireless sensors. This method is relatively simple to implement in a sensing network. However, PP is always difficult to implement perfectly in a software, and it does not properly handle closely-spaced mode shapes. C.2.6. In-Network Processing. Some SHM schemes can process data locally at each wireless sensor node (similar to the independent processing) to reduce the amount of data transmitted via wireless medium, such a procedure called in-network processing. Innetwork processing, sensor node level processing, and data compression methods are presented to reduce the amount of data transmissions, which is directly related to the energy consumption reduction of a sensor node [Ceriotti et al. 2009; Taylor et al. 2010; O’Connor et al. 2014; Kimura and Latifi 2005; Silva et al. 2008]. These methods also assist in tackling the high amount of generated data in SHM systems. Efficient data compression algorithms play an important role in large WSN-based SHM systems. Data compression algorithms are suggested for SHM system by Liu and Cheng, which reports a 1:27 to 1:80 data compression ratio without a major loss of sensor information [Liu and Cheng 2006]. Suggested lifting scheme wavelet transforms (LSWT), and distributed source coding (DSC) algorithms are good instances of data compression for large scale WSNs. Jeffery et. al. [Chan and Tse 2009] suggest a hierarchical structural health diagnosing system with a comparison on Bayesian network-based and Fuzzy reasoning- based health diagnose systems. Such a hierarchical system may assist even a less-experienced person in making an analysis on the collected network data so that the person also may make a decision on the structural health. Meyyappan et. al. suggest a Neuro-Fuzzy algorithm for processing continuous vibration data from a long bridge [Meyyapp et al. 2003]. Wang et. al. present a multilevel data fusion algorithm for a distributed active network [Wang et al. 2009]. All these schemes provide application-specific in-network data processing and data reduction. However, data transmission quality, bandwidth usage, and energy-efficiency or lifetime of WSNs are not verified in these schemes. A scheme to avoid the data rate bottleneck is to process the sensor data within the network, before sending it to a global or central BS. The important challenge is how to adapt current SHM signal-processing techniques to perform as much data reduction within the network as possible. Time-series-based health status monitoring techniques, for example, use auto-regressive/auto-regressive moving average (AR/ARMA) coefficients–each node can locally compute some coefficients and transmit them to the BS, instead of transmitting all the data. If each node transmits 100 complex ARMA coefficients instead of 8,000 raw sensor samples, a system obtains more than 99 percent savings in communication overhead. In our recent work, we conduct research on an in-network decision-making algorithm in WSNs considering CPS aspects [Bhuiyan et al. 2013b]. We think of the idea of generic event detection (like target/object) schemes and enable each sensor to make a simplified local decision (0/1) on the complex events. This decision is then shared in a group so that the existence of an event (if there is any) in the substructure (see Definition 3.5) is detected. It is fully distributed in nature, and promises to have the monitoring quality similar to the original wired-based schemes, and consume much ACM Journal Name, Vol. V, No. N, Article A, Publication date: YYYY.
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less energy for wireless transmissions and computations than existing schemes do. This is still a preliminary attempt towards the in-network decision-making. D. DESIGN REQUIREMENTS OF THE CPS: REFOCUSING ON APPLICATION-SPECIFIC DEMANDS



In this section, we thoroughly discuss important design requirements of the CPS refocusing on the SHM application demands that we found to be useful for a CPS. Most of these requirements are relevant to network perspectives. We have provided Fig. 3, which illustrates the list of network issues. We believe that discussing these requirements in an application-specific manner can greatly help potential researchers/engineers on the improvement on the existing systems. D.1. SHM-Specific Deployments



The major objectives of WSN deployment for SHM are to ensure the monitoring quality of locations, coverage for these locations, the quality of links, and the degree of network connectivity. CSMEA engineering communities often use specific deployment methods for SHM applications, for example, effective independence method (EFI), kinetic energy method (KEM), and genetic algorithm [Li et al. 2010; Yi and H.N.Li 2012; Yi et al. 2011; Beygzadeh et al. 2013; Zhou et al. 2014]. These methods are widely reported in the CSMEA engineering literature. The methods involve how to place sensor nodes over the given monitoring structure in an efficient way, while sensor localization and communication efficiently are not very strict in SHM systems. To get the location quality, the deployment methods should retain a maximal strength of the vibration acceleration signals. To achieve this, sensor nodes for SHM applications shall be generally placed, as closely as possible, to the locations of high vibration. However, in many real-world SHM applications, placing sensor nodes at the exact locations may vary due to the nature of physical structures. Furthermore, optimal locations for placing a sensor may be inaccessible, subject to the constraints in the network or subject to the structural constraints. For example, the signal strengths are affected by the structural specifics (such as stiffness, damping, and material interface). So placing sensor nodes at locations of high vibration is not the always the appropriate approach. The monitoring quality of the locations requires that the locations have to be covered by sensors, i.e., any coverage method requires that the locations (highly possibly the optimal locations), where the damage event might happen, has to be covered by sensors. Therefore, to ensure proper coverage of vibration signals (may be induced by an event of damage or defect in the structure) whose exact locations are unknown, an optimized sensor placement scheme needs to be devised to select a proper number of sensor locations from potentially multiple candidate locations for SHM purposes. Given spatial and other structural restrictions that may be applicable to the preferred sensor locations, the placement scheme needs to further rank the sensor locations based on their relative contribution to the overall sensing scheme, such that alternative or suboptimal locations may be used, if the best points/locations are inaccessible. The possibility of integrating different definitions of location quality is the main focus on finding the best locations for sensor deployment for SHM. Devising a good deployment scheme considering the both WSN and SHM requirements is necessary in the CPS design. Without an effective deployment method, both the monitoring quality and the network connectivity cannot be guaranteed. That is, the decision making system would not successfully receive the available CPS inputs, thereby making it harder to build reliable and meaningful CPS for SHM applications. ACM Journal Name, Vol. V, No. N, Article A, Publication date: YYYY.
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D.2. Coverage and Connectivity Requirements



There are significant challenges in maintaining both coverage and connectivity in a CPS. To prolong the WSN lifetime, a commonly used method is “energy-efficient coverage-preserving scheduling (EECPS)”, in which at any time, only a fraction of sensor nodes are activated to fulfill the function. To find out which nodes should be activated at a certain time is the key for the EECPS, and such problems have been studied extensively. Existing solutions are based on the assumption that each node has a fixed coverage area, and once the event/target occurs in this area, it can be detected by this sensor. However, this coverage model is not always valid. In some applications such as SHM, to fulfill a required function always requires low level collaboration from multiple sensors. The coverage region for individual sensor nodes therefore cannot be defined explicitly since a single sensor is not able to fulfill the function alone, even it is close to the event or target to be monitored [Liu et al. 2014]. In SCoverage [Liu et al. 2014], the authors illustrate how to support EECPS in SHM applications of WSNs. They re-define the “coverage” and provide a new coverage model. However, SCoverage does not allude to what type of deployment strategy can be used to support such EECPS. We think that a potential open issue (OI9) can be an SHM-specific deployment strategy that can support both the coverage and connectivity constraints. On the other hand, the sensor location coverage problem relates to whether or not we have a fixed deployment. This s based on the deployment of sensors which are planed before an event occurs. Fixed sensor deployment implements a plan before an event occurs. It is usually based on some structural properties (e.g., modal shape) and some mathematical computation that is used to determine the position of each sensor on a structure. When sensing in a substructural region, the system user may easily reach the point of locations where an event occurs. To deploy sensor nodes for optimal deployment scenarios, the locations should be closest as often as possible using SHMspecific deployment methods such as substructure-by-substructure of a structure and column-by-column of a substructure in the case of bridges, floor-by-floor in the case of buildings, section-by-section in the case of aerospace vehicles. According to work FTSHM [Bhuiyan et al. 2015a], the coverage problem can be formulated as a decision problem. Given a set of sensors deployed in a field, the problem is to determine if the area is sufficiently k-covered, meaning that every point in the area has coverage by at least k sensor nodes, where k is an integer. This problem implies to directly determining the coverage of the strategic locations of a structure. One of the disadvantages is that the scheme can be easily affected by irregular structural physical modeling, beams, pillars, or other obstacles, which increase the difficulty of the placement of sensors. If one wants to use a non-fixed deployment solution, the nodes can automatically move with some technical adjustment to monitor the target location. The advantage of this scheme is that it is relatively unaffected by locations and is a good method for computing the target location. The disadvantage is that the sensing range of a sensor node always overlaps with the sensing range of other nodes. To address this overlapping problem for a CPS design, we should have more sensor nodes. However, this would increase the deployment cost. D.3. SHM-Specific Data Collection



Data collection by WSNs in a CPS is defined as the systematic collection of sensed data from multiple sensors transmitted to the BS for processing. The major constraint is that most sensor nodes are powered by limited batteries. Thus, it becomes an important issue in the high resolution data gathering to reduce the energy consumption. SHM requires high-resolution vibration responses from multiple sensors. The vibraACM Journal Name, Vol. V, No. N, Article A, Publication date: YYYY.
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tion responses of some structures (e.g., bridges, buildings) generated by some vibration source, e.g., ambient excitation, traffic, are generally very weak. The wireless sensor boards used for SHM are required to detect such small-amplitude fluctuations of signals and phases. Moreover, such sensor boards should have a low-noise design and should take noise-reducing measurements for weak signal sampling. The measurements must have sample resolutions to characterize the structural response and must be recorded with a consistent sample rate that is synchronized with other sensed data from the structure. Commonly, the resolutions of a wireless acceleration sensor and wireless strain sensor should be below 1 mg and 1µϵ, respectively. The data collection performs strategies of data collecting such as time synchronization, sampling rate, and sampling period. The data processing carries out on-board data processing, such as data compression, FFT, and power spectrum density (PSD). D.4. Requirements on the Sensor and Sampling



Selecting sampling frequency for data collection is another important issue of the CPS. Different kinds of sensors are employed in wired network-based SHM, including, but not limited to, acceleration, resistance strain, piezoelectric vibration, optical fiber strain, dip angle, acoustic emission, and stress measurement sensors [Liu et al. 2015b; Wang et al. 2012b]. Every sensor has various physical mechanisms and operates in different ways: — The sensor signals of strain, deformation, and dip angle are static or of low frequency. These sensors normally work at low sampling frequencies, e.g., some strain signals are usually sampled by a frequency lower than 1 Hz. Thus, the possibility of a request for data processing and real-time transmission is low. However, such a sensor is still inadequate to be integrated with state-of-the-art WSN platforms, such as Imote2, Mica2, TelosB. — Pulsed magnetic flux leakage, corrosion sensor, and other nondestructive testing sensors are normally employed for the monitoring of specific components of structures, where signals are sampled with a frequency of more than X00Hz (X = 1, 2, . . . n). But it is still difficult to integrate these sensors with WSN platforms. In addition to the requirement of data processing, analytical abilities, and decision-making in resourceconstrained WSNs, employing these sensors is very high in cost. In order to mitigate WSN constraints, as an open issue (OI10), an envisioned CPS can be implemented that easily support those sensors’ integration, adaptation, and interface to WSNs. — Imaging sensors can also be used in envisioned CPS for a better health monitoring operation. However, such sensors require the WSN to have the ability to perform a large volume data collection and high-speed data transmission. — The most widely-used sensors are the vibration sensors (accelerometers) that usually measure events where the frequency of vibration ranges from X00Hz to X000Hz. Thus, there is a much greater requirement from the WSN system in terms of sampling frequency, data processing, and transmission. The limitations with employing vibration sensors are being heavily researched and improved a lot. For an envisioned CPS, more realistic attempts are needed to have WSNs operating for the long-term. As the mission of SHM systems is a complicated one, an envisioned CPS may be able to monitor many physical and electrical failures in different components of structure; it may need to various sensors working together. The choices of the sensor network sampling frequency, from X0Hz to X000Hz, working mode, and compatibility should be considered when using each of the sensors. Potential research work on these issues to integrate various sensors to state-of-art sensor platforms can be an interesting research topic (OI9). ACM Journal Name, Vol. V, No. N, Article A, Publication date: YYYY.
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Table B. Examples of data rates Used to Describe high rate data collection are needed in the Context of WSN-based SHM applications. Schemes ADIMS BriMon ClusterSHM DLAC FScale FTSHM GGB SyncSHM TPSP WISDEN



Data rate 2 ∼ 2.5 kHz 40 Hz 512Hz 560 Hz 512 Hz 1kHz 1kHz ∼ 6.67kHz 3.9 KHz 1Kz 250Hz



Data point 200 – 1024 2048 – 2048 – – 2000 –



Packet size – 88 bytes 64 bytes – 28 bytes 116 bytes 72 bytes – 64 bytes 80 bytes



In Table B, we see data rates used to describe the high rate needed in various prominent schemes. Based on an analysis of frequency settings, we see that commercial wireless SHM systems still have poor acceleration response compared to the wired network-based SHM system from the CSMEA engineering domain. The detection of mode shapes or analysis on the event information suffers from a loss of wireless synchronization. Frequency is an index to quantify events (damage) in a civil or mechanical system, but solely natural frequency of a structure cannot reveal the possible local event of damage, and the ability of WSN to detect this local event is challenging. Normally, the low sampling rates (e.g. less than 500 Hz) are adequate for global-based structural monitoring. However, wireless sensors are increasingly explored for use in acoustic and ultrasonic; as a result, there has been a growing need for higher sampling rates in excess of 500 kHz [Grisso et al. 2005]. D.5. Fault Tolerance Requirements



To mitigate the constraint on fault tolerance capability, some important concerns that will be seen in a CPS must be addressed. Due to the communication faults, packets may be lost easily in structural environments. Each data packet from a sensor located at a strategic location may contain useful content. On the one hand, we have found that, the loss of such a packet may make the total structural monitoring operation by a WSN meaningless, resulting in resource wasting. On the other hand, there are some sensor faults, which are common but difficult to detect: — Sensor debonding faults in SHM. — Faulty signals caused by precision degradation and breakage, especially in vibration capturing in SHM — Faults in offset, bias, or gain factors — Noise faults Most of the sensor data faults fall within these fault models. Since these types of faults cannot be easily identified, they directly interrupt the system from detecting damage. Under any of the fault occurrence in a practical SHM, we found an undiscovered yet interesting fact, both faulty and non-faulty sensors can generate abnormal signals or decisions. This indicates that there is a possibility of both structural damage and sensor fault occurring at the same time. What needs attention is that the real measured data introduced by faulty sensors may cause false negative (actually there is a structural event) and false positive (actually there is no structural event) detection, as described in our work [Bhuiyan et al. 2012a; Liu et al. 2011a]. We found that some of the faults can be distinguished only when the performance of WSN systems and SHM systems is strictly analyzed under a CPS. This pinpoints that, application-specific fault tolerance should be required in a CPS design. ACM Journal Name, Vol. V, No. N, Article A, Publication date: YYYY.
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D.6. Reliable and Low-power Communication Requirements



We have seen the constraints on the communication in the earlier section. In this subsection, we discuss the overall requirements on the communication in structural environments. D.6.1. Reliable Data Communication. In general, there are a lot of reliable communication and routing protocols in the literature, focusing on various issues and challenges. We do not focus on them, rather we discuss some challenges that should be considered in CPS design. On the one hand, it is well-known that a deployed WSN performs well in a controlled situation but poorly in practice, even at low data rates. In many monitoring environments, especially in different structural environments, links can be highly dynamic and can be bursty [Wang et al. 2012a; Matteo et al. 2011]. Thus, during the data routing, the reliability requirement should be guaranteed. On the other hand, in the case of SHM application, if a data packet transmitted by a node placed at an optimal location drops on the way, important data (containing aggregated mode shape or a simplified decision on an extremity of an event status) may be lost. In the situation of sending an “alert,” an SHM system poses additional reliability requirements. Such problems exist in generic WSN applications, which often consider a flat sensing field with moderate dimensions [Zhang et al. 2012]. However, the deployments reach an extreme by the pathological extension along the horizontal or vertical dimension in a large structure monitoring. When designing a communication model for WSNs, the quality of a wireless link should be considered, which is typically characterized by the packet throughput or, alternately, packet-loss over the link. Packet loss is dependent on distance, with losses being higher for sensor nodes with larger separation or communication distance. Thus, similar to TPSP and FTSHM, network maintenance (repairing) during the network run-time can be provided to mitigate such situations and ensure that the optimal locations are monitored. We argue that the real-time and local maintenance better suits WSNs since they are asynchronous and reactive in nature. A WSN system not only suffers from sensor faults and link failures, but also from connectivity problems in WSNs. Taking these facts into account, we think that the communication is subject to physical structural constraint. This constraint includes physical structural model, e.g., bearing load zone, wall obstacles, pillars, piers. Wireless communication is not suitable at some locations (e.g., there is a wall or pillar between two sensor nodes, high interference). The communication link reliability may also vary from one location to another, one substructure to another, one structural environment to another. Thus, WSN placement should be performed with the intention that a subset of possible poor/vulnerable points (the locations at which the network may be poorly connected, or not connected at all) can be found and can place sensors near to those locations. D.6.2. Low-Power Wakeup Mechanism of Sensor Nodes. To ensure an extended network lifetime, the network typically operates with low power consumption, and in many cases, does not require large radio transmission bandwidths. Low power consumption has to be achieved via the work/sleep mode along with a low duty cycle < 0.1% ∼ 2% >, and low duty cycle operation is usually feasible for WSNs since many SHM applications only require the collection of 5 to 10 minutes of data a day to reduce power consumption. Normally, high duty-cycles required by vibration accelerations for SHM produce data sets that are between two to four orders of magnitude larger than that of an environmental monitoring application. Although this duty cycle setting is suitable in some cases (e.g., monitoring the states of industrial machine structures), ACM Journal Name, Vol. V, No. N, Article A, Publication date: YYYY.
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this brings at least two concerns in monitoring some other structures (building, bridge, aircraft.) that should be addressed. — First, it is hard to tune the duty cycle interval in a balance between real-time functioning and energy saving. Short intervals offer higher sensitivity, but consumes more resources, due to frequent sampling and transmissions. Long intervals reserve more energy at the price of the increased risk of missing important events and data. Complex environments and a variety of application scenarios make the trade-off hard to balance . — Second, a fixed duty cycle scheduler lacks situation awareness. A WSN may not be able to perform persistent monitoring with quick events identification and situation assessment on a fixed duty cycle scheduler. This is because some structural events (earthquake, cracks in a structure, gust of wind, hit by other events [Lei et al. 2012]) may occur at any moment. Aircrafts, ships, vessels, require continuous monitoring. If the monitoring is performed for such a short or long period per day, the WSN may fail to detect the events. A sleep/wake cycle technique called “SnoozeAlarm” is presented by [Rice and Spencer 2009; Jang et al. 2010] in their SHM schemes that can overcome the above concerns to some extent. Sensor nodes sleep for a period of time, and then wake up for a relatively short period, during which they can interact with the network. However, the SnoozeAlarm also has some disadvantages from placement perspectives. (i) It cannot provide the coverage of some important locations, due to the duty cycle in which two types of nodes wake up at different times. As a result, the important locations that are covered by one type of node, which are in sleep mode, are not monitored. (ii) The sentry nodes require continuous power supply. (iii) For monitoring purposes, it needs network-wide flooding, and the deployed sensor nodes are required to be within the single hop communication range of at least one sentry node. Otherwise, routing paths between the nodes may be unavailable for the nodes, which will wake up at alternative times. On the one hand, to detect a structural event in real-time, the sensing unit of sensors can be set to continuously collect vibration data, or can be set to be more frequently active than the radio units. The radio unit can be set to work along with a low duty cycle rate (e.g., 2%, 3%). On the other hand, due to having more communication tasks, the duty cycle of cluster head or high-end nodes’ radio units is slightly longer (e.g., 4%, 6%) than the duty-cycle of sensor nodes. By functioning at a low duty cycle, i.e., the fraction of time that a node’s radio is active/on, the node is able to save energy and consequently maximize their lifetime, whilst ensuring the quality of monitoring. D.7. Time Synchronization



Each wireless sensor in WSNs has its own clock. Initially, it is not synchronized with other sensor nodes. Time synchronization (TS) is a vital aspect for SHM systems, as it is accountable for the communication of the sensor to the global BS’s database. In other words, there are various requirements on synchronous and real-time data collection of the vibration data, which are distributed over different parts of a deployment [Sazonov et al. 2012; Araujo et al. 2012; Bocca et al. 2011a; Krishnamurthy et al. 2008; Zhou and Yi 2013]. Because of the delay of radio transmission or inherent internal sensor clock errors, the collected data from different wireless sensors in WSNs may initially be unsynchronized. The TS error in a WSN can cause inaccuracy in SHM. The TS error of 1 ms results in an approximate 3.6-degree phase delay of a mode at 10Hz, while the same synchronization error causes a 36-degree phase delay at 100 Hz [Krishnamurthy et al. 2008; Zhou and Yi 2013]. The TS errors are comparable, or can even exceed the effect of sensor noise. ACM Journal Name, Vol. V, No. N, Article A, Publication date: YYYY.
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According to existing wired network deployment from CSMEA engineering communities, it is particularly essential for the vibration mode analysis (mode shape) of a structure, structural stability analysis, and structural lifetime measurements, which contain a large number of sensors and are distributed over different locations of structures. The signals must be sampled synchronously by the nodes; otherwise, there will be incorrect information (due to samples grouped together coming at different times) of the vibration phase, resulting in an incorrect mode shape. Two of the most notable TS protocols are the flooding time synchronization protocol (FTSP) [Maroti et al. 2004] and the timing-sync protocol for sensor networks (TPSN) proposed [Ganeriwal et al. 2003]. FTSP carries out both offset adjustment and estimation of the relative skew of the clocks through a one-way message exchange, decreasing the frequency of transmission of the required TS beacons, and hence, energy consumption. For SHM, the FTSP was implemented by Nagayama and Spencer in the Imote2. There are also time synchronization protocols specifically suggested for WSN-based SHM applications. Sazonov et al. [Sazonov et al. 2012] proposed time synchronization in the WSN, indicating that a beacon signal is a method of synchronization used to satisfy scalability, and proposes a hierarchical architecture with internal cluster beacon signals by using GPS time reference. Although GPS has very high accuracy (almost 200ns relative to UTC), it is found as unsuitable for TS due to high costs, and the need for clear sky. Looking at practical deployments, there are critical pitfalls in Wisden and Tenet systems [Xu et al. 2004; Gnawali et al. 2006], i.e., these cannot generate timesynchronized data. Wisden has a time stamp on each sample. However, the input for basic modal analysis is a matrix of time-synchronized samples from multiple nodes. The data produced by Wisden and Tenet has no value for meaningful structural analysis. GGB [Kim et al. 2007] reports that time synchronization in sampling through the structure is seriously required to perform correlation analyses of the structural vibrations. This was particularly challenging due to the drift of local clocks at each of the WSNs. They also mentioned that, at a relatively high sampling rate, it is important to cap the time uncertainty jitter if we need to ensure time synchronization in the node and across the network. In a CPS design, it is a potential open issue (OI11) that the deployed WSN requires specially-adapted synchronization techniques to maximize measurement precision and minimize computation efforts. Instead of flooding time-sync messages to the nodes directly, the BS node multicasts a time-sync message to select the high-end nodes using the relevant semantics. The high-end nodes can transmit the time-synch message down the hierarchy of high-end nodes, thus synchronizing only the required subnetwork of the network. Particularly, if there is an event of damage detected by nodes in the subnetwork, the subnetwork can be given a priority to be active longer than normal, and to collect data for the extended time. The nodes in the subnetwork are synchronized with their high-end nodes and then with the BS that may promise high precision in the event detection in a distributed manner. D.8. Environmental Factors



According to many previous schemes [Lu and Michaels 2009], a crucial factor influencing dynamic-based damage identification is changing environmental factors. Such influences may be the result of both cyber WSN and physical structural event monitoring performance (the performance of CPS). On the one hand, wireless sensor link transmission is not reliable in structural environments. On the other hand, vibration, strain, signals are very dynamic. Since the noise level is usually high in uncontrolled structural environments, oversampling is generally performed to improve the signalto-noise ratio by reducing the relative noise energy. ACM Journal Name, Vol. V, No. N, Article A, Publication date: YYYY.
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Although various schemes have demonstrated their efficiency and quality of monitoring, it would be of a great value to explore the performance of the SHM algorithms under fluctuating environmental conditions, such as changing physical interference, ambient Wi-Fi interference, obstacles, heavy wind, traffic loadings, temperature, and humidity. To date, there is no specific work that is comprehensively working on these conditions. Research on these issues to improve monitoring performance can be appreciable, which is an open issue (OI12). D.9. Remote Access and Sensor Cloud Computing



Internet and cellular networks do help to connect WSNs in distant regions and utilize their sensing data. Much intelligence is required in a CPS of SHM applications. Sensor nodes might require sending their readings to the decision making system via the Internet. Internet access availability may be an issue. The reason is that the WSN has so far been considered only as a standalone system, and thus, sensors do not require access to the Internet. Moreover, the traditional Internet uses the IPv4 technique, which is unsuitable for WSNs due to the limited address space of IPv4. Currently, there are a few research efforts [Hui and Culler 2010], which have been using IPv6 technology on WSNs to address the limited address problem. As a CPS spans from WSNs to the Internet, there are many inter-networking issues that have to be solved. TinyOS deviates from the IP network architecture by adopting the power-saving concerns. Hui and Culler [Hui and Culler 2008] propose an IPv6based network architecture to support duty-cycled link, hop-by-hop forwarding, and routing protocols. It considers multiple WSNs connected by IPv6-based border routers through IP links. This network architecture opens an opportunity for the future CPS since cross-domain end-to-end communication among sensor nodes is possible. However, to the best of our knowledge, this scheme is still not mature for the WSNs and future CPS design. WSNs should have this issue addressed. D.10. The Self-Powering Capacity of Nodes/ Energy Harvesting



Currently, with the tendency towards green energy conservation technology development, the use of self-power-generation technology to support nodes has become a research hotspot [Le et al. 2015]. Typical self-generation technologies include solar energy technology, vibration and wind-power generation based on the principle of electromagnetic induction, vibration generation based on the principle of the piezoelectric effect, electrostatic collection techniques, and thermoelectric technology based on the temperature effect. Amongst these, ZigBee blends the self-generation node into a selfsupported system. In some SHM applications, vibration is the object of measurement as well as the potential power supply source, such as with the vibration of motors and bridges or the spin of blades on a wind farm. In other circumstances, there is a large range of solar or temperature change, especially in the west of China, where wind farms are built on a large scale. D.11. Decision-Making Requirements



The lengths of some structures always exceed the broadcast domain of a wireless sensor node. Short-range single-hop communication in WSN deploying over these large structures for SHM is impractical. Therefore, multi-hop wireless communication is needed. However, such multiple communication is not suitable due to traffic at each sensor node. Thus, we can have the decision-making capability of a CPS of WSN-based SHM. There exist many types of in-network processing techniques in WSNs such as data compression, hop-by-hop aggregation, [O’Connor et al. 2014; Wang et al. 2009; Kiremidjian 2011; Bhuiyan et al. 2013b]. However, they still require complicated signal processing techniques such as matrix computation and system identification. MoreACM Journal Name, Vol. V, No. N, Article A, Publication date: YYYY.
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over, the ability of event detection using these techniques in WSNs is not analyzed. We discover that our engineering communities prefer to use WSN nodes simply as “data collectors” despite its potential for an autonomous event detection (such as 0/1 simplified decision for the complex event, similar to the detection of a target/object). An open issue (OI13) can be there to attempt to design such an in-network decision-making framework for the CPS. D.12. Heterogeneous WSNs



The non-homogeneous network raises more general problems where sensor nodes are allowed to have different transmission ranges. The range assignment problem is that of assigning a transmission range to nodes in a way that the resulting communication graph is strongly connected, and the energy cost is minimum. In such a solution, (i) a distributed decision maker (which can be a heterogeneous sensor), and (ii) finding the regions of interest, are essential so as to reduce the volume of data in the case of “no damage.” If there is damage at a part/section/span/region of the structure (say, in a substructure), a group of sensors (say, a subnetwork) around the damage should operate for a prolonged time. Sensors in the other subnetworks (or in the other regions) can sleep to extend their lifetime. Thus, it would be better to design a heterogeneous WSN for SHM. E. CONTROL LOOP IN CPS DESIGN



The last two decades have been featured by a revolution in SHM applications with wired sensors, wireless sensors, and actuators technologies both reducing in size, power demands and unit costs. However, the structural dynamic response collection or sensing and data transmissions over the network need to face many challenges, including high data loss or low communication reliability, high energy cost, and low real-time performance. The term “control” can be used to mitigate these challenges to a great extent. A physical system related control, called structural control, can be used to limit the response of structures, for example during external disturbances such as strong winds or large seismic events. There can be another control, called wireless control, in terms of cyber aspects in the CPS for high level communication performance in the networks. As a result, wireless structural control (WSC) is emerging for CPS design for SHM applications in order to address those challenges. A WSC system utilizes a feedback control loop to control the dynamic response of a civil structure based on sensor data collected through WSNs. In a CPS design, a WSC requires general control loop designs that crosscuts cyber (wireless and control) and physical (structural dynamics) aspects. However, wireless close-loop control for CPS design for SHM is still in its early stage. The reason is that deployments of control systems on gigantic structures are expensive. Also, unfortunately, such deployed WSN cannot capture the delays and data loss during the transmission over large civil structures in real-world environments. To the best of our knowledge, the first wireless control system was developed by Lynch et al [Lynch 2002; Wang et al. 2008; Lynch et al. 2011]. Then, recently, Li et all [Lynch 2002; Wang et al. 2008; 2008] suggested several approaches for wireless loop control for SHM. Although there are several schemes that have developed wireless control algorithms for SHM, they were validated on mini-scale test lab structures. In the test lab settings, wireless sensor devices are managed in a single hop. These algorithms have low or almost no data loss. This is based on the physical proximity of the wireless sensors. Recently, we have also proposed a feedback loop control based event decision making in CPS [Bhuiyan et al. 2016]. Wireless control as a cyber aspect has been covered in other domains. Existing work is dedicated to periodically sampled control loops and scheduled communication, beACM Journal Name, Vol. V, No. N, Article A, Publication date: YYYY.
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cause it simplifies the analysis and the implementation. [Araujo et al. 2011] proposed an aperiodic network transmission scheme that reduces the number of transmission instances for the sensor and control nodes, thereby reducing energy cost and increasing network lifetime, without sacrificing control performance. They provide a co-design framework for the wireless medium access control, compatible with the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. Cervin et al [Cervin et al. 2003] proposed Truetime, which is a control system simulator. This maintains CPU scheduling, communication and control algorithms. Though it offers wireless control, its wireless models are relatively simple and do not capture complex properties of WSN such as probabilistic and bursty packet receptions and irregular radio properties. As the fashion of control devices progresses towards smaller and cheaper actuators, structural control systems will be characterized by large actuation densities. The resultant large-scale dynamic system can be a CPS, which is best controlled by decentralized control approaches. There is an interesting start-up work on WCPS that addresses a scheduling-control co-design approach for CPS [Li et al. 2013; Sun et al. 2013]. It offers an integrated environment that combines realistic simulations of both WSNs and structures. In this case, it uses Simulink and TOSSIM. They then suggest a CPS approach to WSC that incorporates a general scheduling scheme (including sensing, communication and control) and an optimal time delay controller (OTDC), which noticeably increases structural control performance in the presence of network communication delay and packet loss. Their feedback control loop of the control system offers the end-to-end communication of the wireless sensor data packets from the sensors to the base station. They have a Packet Collector module that obtains packet delivery information (the delay and loss). There is a great demand for realistic control loop and simulation tools that realistically model wireless characteristics and the structural dynamics of WSC systems, which is an open issue (OI14). When designing wireless control loop for CPS, there can be tradeoffs among data synchronization, sensing delay, and communication unreliability under realistic wireless structural control settings. CPS is low-cost WSN devices that are deeply integrated with physical environments. As a result, the performance of a CPS is certainly diluted by various physical system uncertainties. These include stochastic noises, hardware biases, unpredictable environment changes, and dynamics of the physical process of interest, and sensor debonding. Control in in traditional solutions to these matters (e.g., sensor device calibration and collaborative signal processing) function in an open-loop fashion and hence may fail to adapt to the uncertainties after system deployment. An adaptive system-level calibration algorithm is needed for the CPS design whose major aim is to detect damage events reliably. Through collaborative data fusion, the calibration algorithm may include a feedback control loop that exploits system heterogeneity to mitigate the impact of aforesaid uncertainties on the performance. Such control-theoretical calibration algorithm may confirm a CPS system that has stability and convergence. A routing algorithm for fusion-based multihop WSN is needed in order to offer a robust to communication unreliability and delay. F. MORE OPEN ISSUES



. In the paper, we have described 14 open issues during the discussion. Here, we are giving a few more open issues that are important in the CPS design. F.1. Open Issue OI15: Security in CPS design



The SHM system should be administered in such a way that access privileges are assigned and managed appropriately. Passwords and private keys are kept secret, and digital certificates are properly managed and protected. The WSNs used for health data distribution to SHM systems are supposed to be robust against denial of serACM Journal Name, Vol. V, No. N, Article A, Publication date: YYYY.
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vice attacks. An inadequate level of security measures prior to the implementation of CPS for HM applications, however, leads to a greater threat landscape. The coupling between the SHM applications and embedded cyber-systems extended the attack surface. Many integrated sensor and control devices are running firmware and OS with available bugs and vulnerabilities (e.g. buffer overflows) making them vulnerable to attacks. Adversaries can implement malicious code and spread it on sensor data acquisition or sensor state. Moreover, wireless sensor devices lack authentication support, permitting unauthorized users to obtain access and control system settings and operations. Furthermore, malware might be installed on devices prior the shipment to the target location or devices might be infiltrated inside the trusted perimeter, deliberately or not, by personnel. In the communication senses, CPS of WSN-based SHM system leads to a tightly interconnected system, which has a growing number of connections and developing the creation of new paths to potentially weaken communication systems. Many communication related security attacks are possible, such as broadcast message spoofing and response delay attack. Furthermore, attackers can mimic authorized users by spoofing their identity. Attackers can further exploit the communication channel between the two networks and hence bypass the security mechanisms used to protect the CPS environment. Moreover, false data injection attacks can deceive the result of state estimation routines. Therefore, an important open issue can be dealing the security challenges that arise due to the deployment of WSN technologies, as well as fundamental countermeasures towards enhancing the security of CPS applications



F.2. Open Issue OI16: Integration of ITS with CPS for Bridge SHM



Integrating intelligent transpiration systems (ITS) with CPS for SHM applications can explore new research issues. When integrated with CPS, ITS devices, such as video camera, traffic sensors, helped to locate the source of critical bridge structural events, and to capture the bridge response under different traffic flow. Connected vehicles can be considered as a reliable data source to mitigate any false-diagnosis of SHM. In the future, the existing trend of CPS data collection for SHM data is assumed to change drastically with the increasing market penetration of connected vehicles. The development of a joint idea of operations developed collaboratively by both CPS for SHM and ITS agencies, and development of protocols and standards to support SHM-ITS integration. Since different agencies will be involved to collect, manage and distribute data at local, regional, state and/or national levels in an integrated CPSITS system, inter-agency coordination and data exchange protocols are needed. By efficiently collecting and fusing data received from different CPS and ITS devices, and managing the data and distributing the collected data to different agencies and other users according to their respective requirements, a successful and sustainable big data analytic framework for the integrated SHM-ITS system can be implemented.



F.3. Open Issue OI17: Smartphone-based Signal Processing in CPS



Smartphone and Wi-Fi signals are ubiquitous. Vehicles, mobile vibration-based bridge monitoring systems and automated corrosion monitoring system are also expected to provide cost effective solutions for the continuous monitoring of bridges health condition. Smartphome acceleration can be used as the signal collections, which then can be utilized for SHM applications. In addition, an interesting open research issue can be to discover whether or not Wi-Fi signals can be use to capture events like damage. ACM Journal Name, Vol. V, No. N, Article A, Publication date: YYYY.
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F.4. Open Issue OI18: Tackling environmental factors in CPS



A crucial factor influencing event identification CPS for SHM application is changing environmental factors. Such influences may be the results of both cyber WSN and physical structural event monitoring performance (therefore the performance of CPS). On the one hand, wireless sensor link transmission is not reliable in structural environments. On the other hand, vibration, strain, etc., signals are very dynamic. Although existing SHM algorithms has demonstrated their efficiency and quality of monitoring, it would be of a great value to explore the performance of the algorithms under fluctuating environmental conditions, such as changing physical interference, ambient Wi-Fi interference, obstacle, heavy wind, traffic loadings, temperature, and humidity.
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